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FUZZY DIRECT PRODUCT IN FUZZY SPACES

M. Al-ghamdi

Abstract Using the concept of fuzzy spaces, which was introduced 
by Dib. The fuzzy external and internal product of fuzzy subgroups 
are defined Further it is obtained the relation between the introduced 
concept and the direct product of fuzzy subgroups on fuzzy subsets

L Introduction

The concept of fuzzy sets was introduced by Zadeh [8] in 1965. The 
concept of fuzzy subgroups was defined by Rosenfeld [7] Anthony 
and Sherwood [3] reformulated the definition of fuzzy subgroups with 
respect to t-norm T. Foster [6] introduced the product fuzzy subgroups 
with respect to minimum. Abu Osman [1] reformulated the product of 
fuzzy subgroups with respect to T.

Dib [4] in 1994 introduced the concept of fuzzy spaces which is 
replacing the concept of universal set in ordinary case. Using fuzzy 
spaces; Dib generalized the Resonfeld-Anthony- Shorwood definition of 
fuzzy subgroups. This direction was studied in many works [2：4,5,6].

In this paper, we introduce the fuzzy external and internal direct 
product of fuzzy subgroups in fuzzy subspaces and their basic proper
ties. Moreover we obtain their relation with the direct product of fuzzy 
subgroups on fuzzy subgroups, given by Abu Osman.

2. Notations and Preliminaries

In this section, we shall give some notations and preliminaries that 
will be used throughout this paper from [4,5].
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Zadeh in his classical paper [8] defined the fuzzy set as a function 
from a set X in to the closed interval I = [0,1]. The set Ix represents 
the family of all fuzzy subsets A of X.

The fuzzy space [4], denoted by (X,Z) is the set of all ordered pairs 
{(x,L); x G X}, i.e.,

(X0) = {3“)； xex}

where L is the lattice of possible membership values.
The sublattice Lf of L is said to be an M-sublattice if it satisfies 

that:
(i) Lf contains at least one element other than the zero element.

(ii) Lf is closed under an arbitrary times of ( supermum V)and
(infimum A) operations.

The fuzzy subspace U of the fuzzy space (X, L) is defined as [7 = 
((x, x € Uo}y where Uq is an ordinary subset X and tij；(x E X) is 
in an M-sublattice. The fuzzy subset 4 of X is contained in the fuzzy 
subspace U if A(x) G ux^ for x € t/o and A{x) = 0 if ⑦ £ Iq and we 
write A C U. The fuzzy subspace V = ((x, vx); x E Vq} is called a 
subspace of the fuzzy subspace U = {(:饥？妇)； x E Ua}. and we write 
V C 17, if (i) *)U % and (ii)缶 C 亦 Vo.
Let A be a fuzzy subset of the fuzzy space (X〉/). The fuzzy subset A 
introduces the following fuzzy subspaces:

丑Q4) = (re, [0, A(x)]); x e Ao}

百(4) = {(c, {아 U [4(찌, 1]); x e Ao}

HoQ4) = ((r, (0, x € Ao}

where Ao is the support of A. The algebra of fuzzy subspaces U = 
((x, &); x e Uq} and V = ((a;, 偽；); x e V} of 난le fuzzy space (X, Z) 
is defined as follows

UUV = {(x,ux U x eUQU Vq}

UnV = {(x,ux n vx)； x eU()n
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We denote Lo K)the vector lattice Lx K with partial ordered defined 
by：
⑴(rx, si) < (r2, S2) if rr < r2, «i < s% where ri,r2 e L, si, s2 e K.
(ii) (0,0) = (r, s) whenever r — 0ors = 0,r€-L and s & K.
The fuzzy Cartesian product of the fuzzy spaces (X, L) and (K, K) is a 
fuzzy space, denoted by (X〉L) o (Y, K) and is defined by

(X, £) o (y, K) = (X x 匕乙◊ K).

((rr, y" LoK) is called the fuzzy element of this fuzzy space. For any two 
fuzzy elements (rc, L) and we can use the notation ((a;, y\L o 
K) = (.£)◊(")•

The fuzzy Cartesian product of the two fuzzy subspaces U = {(a?, ux);
x G Uq} and V = ((x,戏)；x € Vo} is defined by UoV = {((：必 g), (ux, %)); 
(z,g) eUQx VQ}.

The fuzzy Cartesian product of the fuzzy subsets A of (X, L) and 
B of (y, K) is defined by

AoB = (((x,y), (A(rr),B(y))); G Ao x Bo}

where Ao and Bq are the supports of A and B respectively. A fuzzy 
function F from the fuzzy space (X, £) to the fuzzy space (匕 K) is 
characterized by the ordered pair F = (F, (A)), where 7고 : X T Y 
is a function from X to Y and {fx} is a family of onto comembership 
functions fx : I I^x e X satisfying the conditions: (i) fx is nonde
creasing on I, (ii) /^(O) = 0 and /x(l) = 1. The action of the fuzzy 
function F on the fuzzy subset A is defined by

F(A)y = <
匸;c f -丄(%/)(，4 3))}

0

if L(ge 
if Ffg、) = 0.

Every fuzzy function F = (F, /x) : X —> V, which has a continuous 
comembership functions fx;x E X translates every fuzzy subspace U = 
((x,ux); x € Uq} to a fuzzy subspace F(U) = {(g = F(丁))，%(&))； ； e 
F(L7o)} iff = fx1 (w^) for all I고(z) = F(xz). Moreover, the fuzzy 
function F = (F, fx) acts on the fuzzy element (x, L) as follows
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EW) = (F(x),fx(L)) = (F(x),K).

Let U and V be fuzzy subspaces of (X0) and (KK) respectively. 
The fuzzy function F = (F, fx) : X Y induces a function from U to 
V iff (i) F(C/0) C I福nd (ii) fx(ux) = vF{xy,x € Uo. Let (X, L), (Y,K) 
and (Z, J) be fuzzy spaces.

Every fuzzy function F = (F> fxy) : X xY -4- Z , with onto comem
bership functions fxy : L o K T J, defines a function from the fuzzy 
spaces (X x Y^Lo K) to the fuzzy space (Z, J) by F((x, y)^Lo K)= 
(F(x, i/), J). If U、V are fuzzy subspaces of (X, L), (Y, K) respectively, 
then o V is a fuzzy subspace of (X x F, Lo K) and F_ acts onU oV 
as follows

E((h, ux) o (y, Vy)) = (F(x, y), fxy(ux o 钩))

and
F(U oV) = {(F(x,y),fxy(uxovy))^ (x,y) E Uo x Vo}

is a fuzzy subspace of (Z, J) iff

£rg(Ux O 히1y) = fxlyr ◊ ^y') ^OT all y) — F(^X , y )•

If W = {(z,糾J； z G Wo} is a fuzzy subspace of (Z, J), then F is a 
fuzzy function from U oV into W if (i) F(Uo x Vq) C Wq (ii) fXy(^x ◊ 
Vy) = wxFy. If U = Hq(A),V = Hg{b)and W 二二 HQ(C) for some 
fuzzy subsets A, B and C of XyY and Z respectively, then E translates 
H0(A)oH()(B) into H0(C) if F(A0 x 瓦))C Co and fxy(A(x), B(y))= 
C(F(s 히)).

A Fuzzy binary operation is a fuzzy function F = (F, fx,y) : X xX T 
X with onto comembership functions fxy such that J袞饥 s) 0 iff 
r 7^ 0 and s 尹 0. The action of F_ on (z,I) o (y,I) of (X x X,/<〉I) is

= (F(x,?/) J) = (xFy.I),

A fuzzy space (X, I) with a fuzzy binary operation F = (F, fxy) 
is said to be a fuzzy groupoid and is denoted by ((XJ);E). A fuzzy 
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semi-group is a fuzzy groupoid, which is associative. A fuzzy monoid is 
a fuzzy semi-group, which admits an identity. A fuzzy group is a fuzzy 
monoid in which each fuzzy element has an inverse.

A very important note is that to each fuzzy group ((X, I),F) is 
associated an. ordinary group (X, F) and 난ley are isomorphic to each 
other by the correspondence x o (a?, I) [4]

(U; F) is a fuzzy subgroup of a fuzzy group ((X, I); F) if the fuzzy 
subspace U = {(rr, ux); x 6 t70} is closed under the fuzzy binary oper
ation F. (U; E) satisfies the axioms of 난le ordinary group of if (E/q?」F) 
is an ordinary group and，成(瞄气如)=uxpy for all e Uq.

If U = Hq(A) is a fuzzy subspace induced by A and (Jfo(^4)； £) 
is a fuzzy subgroup, then we say “the fuzzy subset A induces fuzzy 
subgroups". The fuzzy subset A induces fuzzy subgroups iff (i) (A0) F) 
is an ordinary subgroup (ii) fxy(A(x), A(y)) = A(xFy), for all x,y e 
Aq If A iadures fuzzy subgroups, then (H(A); F) and F) are 
fuzzy subgroups.

Let ((X, Z), F) be a fuzzy group and (£7; F); U = {(z,%；)：£ e 
be a fuzzy subgroup of ((X, I);F). The fuzzy elements (z, %：); x e Uq 
of the fuzzy subgroup (?7; F) are not necessary associative with the 
fuzzy elements (x, I); z € X; i.e.,

^Fj3)Fy 尹 AF(BFy),

where some of A, B and 7 are fuzzy elements of U and the other are 
fuzzy elements of (X, I)

The fuzzy subgroup (U;E) of the fuzzy group ((X, J)；F) is called 
associative m ((X,I); F)[5] if the fuzzy elements of U are associative 
with 나le fuzzy elements of ((X, /);£).

If U = {{x,Ux)\x G 1/q} is a fuzzy subgroup of the fuzzy group 
((A*, Z);F), then the left and right cosets of the fuzzy subgroup U are 
defined by

(气 i)u = 3, i)fu = {(庭％; hU 必));z e UQ}

u(z, I) = UF(x, /) = {{zFx\ fzx(ux, I)); z e Uo}.
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모he fuzzy subgroup (U; F) of the fuzzy group ((X, I); F) is called a 
fuzzy normal subgroup if [5]

(i) U is an associative in ((x,l);F).
(ii) (W)U = U(W);z£X. ~

The fuzzy subset A is called an associative in the fuzzy group ((X, /); 
F) if the fuzzy subspace Hq(A) = ((x, (0, A(rr))); A(x) / 0} is asso
ciative in ((X，/);E).

If the fuzzy subspace Hq(A) is associative in ((X, I); F), then ff(A) 
and H(A) are associative also in

3. Fuzzy External Direct Product

Let (X, L) and (匕 K) be fuzzy spaces, with fuzzy binary oper
ations F = (F, fxy) and G = (G,gxy) respectively. Consider the 
fuzzy Cartesian product (X x Y.LoK). Define the fuzzy operation 
M = (M, mxxtyyf') on the fuzzy space (X x F, L o K) using F_ and 
G as follows:

A生 = ([고, G) and m林，奶，— ^fxxr)9yyf>)*

The fuzzy operation M = ((F, G),(嵐\9興「)、) acts as

=((x, y)M(x\ (r, s)mxx>yyl (/, s7))

=[xFx , yGy , rfXxr 厂，^9yyf s ) •

Using the properties of the comembership functions fxx>, gyyf of the 
fuzzy binary operations F and G, we notice that the functions mxxiyyf 
satisfy the following conditions:

1. mxxfyyf is non-decreasing function:

(r, s)Tn,xxi yyt (r,s) = (r fxx1^)^9yy, ) —

if 0 s) < (ri,sx) and (/,?) < (r，s；).
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2. (0,0)mxxlyy> (0,0) = 0, (1, l)mxx>yyi (1,1) = (1,1)
3. (r, s)mxx-yyl(r,, s')=侦爲时,sg*'、) 0 iff r 0, s 0,rf

0 and s'丰 0;
4・ mxx>yyf are onto:

(L。y寸(L o K) = (L> K如寸K)
= &K) = LoK.

Therefore mXXfyyf satisfies the conditions of the comembership func
tions of the fuzzy binary operations. Hence if E = (F, fxxi) and 
G = (G,gyy>) are fuzzy binary operations on (X,£) and (F,K) re
spectively, then M is a fuzzy binary operation on the fuzzy Cartesian 
product (X x Y^Lo K) and we write M = F o G = ((F, G), 陌).
Therefore we can introduce the following:

Definition 1. For every fuzzy groupoids ((X, L); F) and ((匕 K);G), 
there is a fuzzy groupoid ((a x Y~L o K);04), where M_ = F o G, 
that called the external fuzzy direct product of the two fuzzy groupoids 
((X0);E) and ((Y,K);G). We shall write

((X0);更)& ((匕 K);a) = ((X0) ◊ (Y, K)£◊ G)；

Using the above definition and the properties of the fuzzy binary op- 
e호ation FoG, it is interesting to have the following

Theorem 1. If ((X, L); F) and ((K, JC), G) are fuzzy groups, then 
the external fuzzy direct product ((X, L); F) ® ((Y, JC)； G) %s a fuzzy 
group, which is isomorphic to the group of the ordinary external direct 
product of the two groups (X, F) and (K, G) by the correspondance

((x,t/),LoK) O (x,y).

The proof of Theorem 1 is directly obtained zf we notice that

(任 y\ L o K)也：((矿矿)0 ◊ K) = ((xFx\ yG心 LoK)

Let U — € Uq} and V = {(x,ux)]x G Vq} be fuzzy
subspaces of the fuzzy groups ((X, L); F) and ((匕 K),G) respectively 
(where E_ = (F, Fx專)and G = (G, g板;§))•
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Theorem 2. If (U; E) and (V; G) are fuzzy subgroups of the fuzzy 
groups ((X, L); F) and ((匕 K);G) respectively, then the external fuzzy 
direct product of the fuzzy subgroups

(t/；E)®(V;G) = (?7oV,FoG)

is a fuzzy subgroup of the external fuzzy direct product of the groups

((X, L);F)© ((F, K)；G) = ((X x 匕乙◊ K);E◊ G).

PROOF. To prove Theorem 2, using [4] and Theorem 1, it is suffi
cient to prove that

(i) Uq x Vq is an ordinary subgroup of (X x Y, F x G)
(ii) (Ux)，^y)^xx,yyr , ^y) = (^xFx1)^yGy1) ,

Since (I/; F) and (V; G) are fuzzy subgroups of the fuzzy groups ((X, L);
F) and ((K K); G) respectively, then we have

ai) (t7o? F) is an ordinary subgroup of (X, F)
3-2)UxFu时 =tUxFx,

and
bi) (%)G) is an ordinary subgroup of (匕 잉)

b2)Qyy1 힝寸 — •
From ai) and bi), it follows that Uq x Vq is an ordinary group of 
(X x 匕 F x G) which proves (i). From a々)and b?) it follows that

=(地匚卩:时)％/G")

and (ii) is proved.

If the fuzzy subset A induces fuzzy subgroups in the fuzzy group 
((A-, L);F), it means that the fuzzy subspaces Hq(A)^H{A) and H(4) 
are fuzzy subgroups relative to the fuzzy binary operation F.

Theorem 3. If A and B induce fuzzy subgroups in ((X, L),F) 
and ((匕 K);G) respectively, then A o B induces fuzzy subgroups in 
the external fuzzy direct product ((X, L);F) ® ((匕 K);G). Moreover 
(J/o(A);F)®(Ho(B);G) = (H0(AcB);HoG).
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Proof. Let A, B be fuzzy subsets, inducing fuzzy subgroups in 
((X, L); F) and ((匕 K);G) respectively. Then (瓦(厶);E) and 
G) are fuzzy subgroups of ((X,L)；F) and ((匕 K); G) respectively 
(Simillarely H(A).H(A}.H(B) and H(B') can be considered). From 
Theorem 2, we have

(^o(A);F)©(Ho(B);G) =
= (H"AoB)心冬).

COROLLARY 1. If A^B are fuzzy subsets, inducing fuzzy subgroups 
m ((X, L); F) and ((Y,K);G) respectively, then

H{A) ® H{B) H(Ao B)

Example 1. Consider the fuzzy group ((X, I); F), where X = 
{1, —1, z, —z}, z2 = —1, I = [0,1] and F = (F, fxy), where F is the 
usual multiplication and /XJ/(r, s) = ^//(r)/(s), where

r t, 0 < t < 0.2
1 -2t
--------, 0.2 < t < 0.25

3 —
-1 8/(t) = 1 5 + 砂 °-25 <t-0'3

t, 0.3 < t < 0.85

-5.1 + —t, 0.85 < i < 0.9
3 ' 一

t, 0 9 < t < 1

It is easy to verify that ((X,/); F) is a fuzzy group. If we use the 
notation A = < U。、r > to define a fuzzy subset A(x)=尸；x E Uq and 
A(x) = 0; x Uq. Then it is easy to see that the fuzzy subsets

A =V {L —1}, 0.2 >
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and
B=< X,0.5>

induce fuzzy subgroup in ((X,According to the above corol
lary, the fuzzy subset A x B =< (1,-1} x X, (0.2,0.5) > induces 
fuzzy subgroups in the external fuzzy direct product of the fuzzy group 
((XJ),E) with itself.

The external product of ordinary groups has many properties, which 
can be extended to the fuzzy case. Let ((X,L);F) and ((匕 K);G) be 
two fuzzy groups. Denote by X = X x {/} and Y ~ {e}x Y. where e, / 
are the identities of the ordinary groups (X, F) and (V, G) respectively. 
The proof of the following theorem can be obtained straight-forward:

Theorem 4. If ((X〉Z); E) ® ((匕 K); G) ts the external fuzzy direct 
product of the fuzzy groups ((X,L);F) and ((匕 K);G), then

(i) ((丈 J}\M) and ((V, J);M) are fuzzy subgroups of the ((X0),
..E)_£((匕 K);G).〜

(ii) ((X, J);M) and ((K, J)； M) are associative m ((X0);E) &
…((匕k)；g). ~ 〜

(iii) Each element of (%, J) commuts with each element of (V, J).
(iv) (x,j)n (y, J) = {((e,/),/))
(v) each element of ((X x Yy J); M} can be written as the summa

tion of an element of (X, J) and element of (V, J) and this 
representation is unique.

Therefore
((z, y),丿)=((x, /), J)M((e, y), J),

where J = L o K.
From the above theorem, the fuzzy group ((X,);E) can be embeded 

m the external fuzzy dtrect product ((X,£);夏)© ((匕 K);G) by the 
correspondence

Zx =(2xMQ：(X,£)T(Xxy0,

where
，x：XtXxY； 5x3)=任/); x e X
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: I J; = (r,r), r G I, x e X,

and f is the identity element of (F, G). ix is called the fuzzy natural 
injection of (X： L) into (X x F, J).

Similarly (V, K)润 embeded m (X x Yy J) by the fuzzy natural injec
tion

金=(汕鬲)：(匕 K)t(XxM,J);

*：YtXxY；访(g) = (e,g)

勾：/ 一＞ 丿；iy(r) = (r,r)

where e zs the identity element of the group (X, F).
The fuzzy projection of (X x 匕丿)on (X)L) is defined by

旦x = (Hx,血)：(X X 匕 J) t (X,L),

wiiere
Ux ： X x Y —, X)扃(皿 y、) = $

7函丿 T L; irx (r, 5) = s/rs

Similarly the fuzzy projection of (X x Y, J) into (Y, X) is defined by

ny ：(XxY,j)^(y,K),

riy ： x x y y； ny(x, y)=饥

710 ：丿 一＞ K； 7Ty(r, s) = y/rs.

Foster m [6] introduced the concept of product fuzzy subgroups. 
Abu Osman in [1] generalized this concept using the t-norm T and he 
obtained the following result;

Theorem 5 [1]. Let Gi,G2 be groups and G = G\ x be the 
external direct product of Gx and G» Let 3 be a (classical) fuzzy 
subgroup of G± and 卩2 be a classical fuzzy subgroup of G2 with respect 
to T. Then 1丄= 5 x 阻 is a classical fuzzy subgroup of G with respect 
to T, where /z(x15o;2) = 7(/妇(：凤)危2(£2)),

Now we show that this 호esult can be embeded in our fuzzy external 
direct product.
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Lemma 1. 1. Any fuzzy subset C : x G2 -> I can be embeded as 
a fuzzy subset C* : Gi x G2 T J as C*(x, y) = (C(x, y), C(x, y)).

2 If p-i : Gi T I and m ： G? are classical fuzzy subsets of G\ 
and G2 respectively. Then, for C = x 所，C* is classical J -fuzzy sub
group of the group Gi xG2. Since C\xi,x2) = (C(xi,x2), =

奴立))，T(/Z1(X1),(02(叼))).
Let x =(X!,x2), y = (?/i, y2) where xi,yxe Gy andx2,y2 € G2. Then 
using Theorem 5

顷(夠 T) = (C(砌 T),C(龄 T))

2 3(职),心/))0(以찌/(饥)) = 尸(轮),如)).

4. Internal Fuzzy Direct Product

Let ((X,/);E) be a fuzzy group and U 二二{(x,ux);x e UG} and 
V = ((t, vx); x € Vq} be fuzzy subspaces.

Definition 2. Let (C7; F) and (V; F) be fuzzy subgroups of the 
fuzzy group ((X, /);F) where F = (F, fxy). Then U and V are said to 
have fuzzy internal product if (i) W = UFV = UV is a fuzzy subgroup
(ii) the correspondence S \ U ®V W\ where (x,ux)S(y,vy)= 
(工 Fg)uxf以힝 y) is a homomorphism. And we write W = U QV.

Using Theorem 4 and Definition 2, we get the following result.

Theorem 6. If the fuzzy groups U and V have the internal fuzzy 
product G ~ U QV m the fuzzy group ((X, I),F), then

(i) U and V have the same identity element

E = (e, ex) and U C\V = {E}.

(ii) Each fuzzy element of U commutes with each fuzzy element of 
V.

(iii) The collection of the fuzzy elements of U and V is associative.
(iv) Each fuzzy subgroup (U or V) is associative m G.
(v) Each element (z, g?) G G can be written m a unique way: 

(z,9z)=(皿％；)E(g,%) =(xFy,uxfxyvy).
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Corollary 2. If the fuzzy subgroups U and V have fuzzy internal 
product U O V^then

(i) uxQvx = {0} for all x E X and x e.
(ii) U CG andV cG.
It is interesting to notice that some essential reasults for the internal 

product in the ordinary case are still true for the fuzzy case.

Theorem 7. If ((X, I);F) U QV, for some groups U and V, 
then U and V are fuzzy normal subgroups.

Proof. Using Theorem 5 and the known properties of homomor- 
phisms we get:

1. U( and V} is associative in ((X,/);£).
2. The collection. of fuzzy elements of U and V is associative.
3. For every fuzzy elements ofuEU and (x, I) € (X, I) we have:
/7 \ c c 一寸1-14~4-△、*、r、 《、 yvc、亍 U1山：_£ ! VV iJJj-tiCJJ. -J.1JL Cb ULLXUU LAV,_ VV O/V CXO

(wj) = UqFvq

for some uq €如 € V, then for any u E U we get

(皿 I)Fu = (uqFvo)Fu — UqF^VqFu) = UqF^(uFvq)

=((uqFu^Fuq^F(uqFvo)二二

i.e.,

From 1,2 and 3, it follows that U is normal fuzzy group in G.

Theorem 8. If U and V are fuzzy subgroups of the fuzzy group 
((X, I);F), for which

(i) U nV = ((e, tie)}, where (e, ue) is the a common identity be
tween U and V.

(ii) UFV = (XJY
(iii) The collection of fuzzy elements of U and V is associative.
(iv) U and V are normal fuzzy subgroups.

Then [/, V have an inner product and U QV = (X, I).
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PROOF. Any fuzzy element (x, Z) can be written in a unique way as 
(x, I) = uv\ u e U^v E V. Since if uv =处幻 1)then viv^1 = u~lui == 
(e, Ue). It follows u = 此 and v =
Define H:(X,7)

H(x, /) —> (u, v) where (x, Z) = uFv.

This function is well defined by the previous discussion, which also 
shows that H is one-to-one correspondance. To prove the theorem it 
is sufficient to show that H is an isomorphism. H is a homorphism 
between the two fuzzy groups ((X)I); F) and UoV : Let /) = *如 
and (a；2,1)—宜g Then(210)(⑦幻 /)=功如”2捲・ Now we show thar 
如"2 = 庭如 for every 总 C U and 如 € V. Since (如西©了也厂 G 17, 
since U is normal and 如(庭1广7頌1) € V since V is normal. But 
U nV = (e, we), then v^U2V^1u^1 = (e, ue), v^U2 = U2Vi- Therefore

= F(u1v1u2v2) = E(ss 如如)

=(s後，如如)=(如，如)("2,庭)

Theorem is proved.

Let A and B be fuzzy subsets, inducing fuzzy subgroups. As shown 
in [5] the fuzzy subset A induces fuzzy normal subgroups if H(A) is a 
fuzzy normal subgroup. If ((X, I);F) is a uniform fuzzy group, where 
F = (F)f) and / is a t-norm, then H(A) is a fuzzy normal subgroup if

(i) (Aq, F) is an ordinary normal subgroup in (X, F).
(ii) A(xFy) = /(A(x)) >l(y))；皿 g

(iii) A(z) = A(^) for all F(z) = F(*).

Definition 3. If A, B are fuzzy subsets of the uniform fuzzy group 
((X, I); F) with t-norm comembership function, then we say that A, B 
induce inner fuzzy product if (X, I) — H(A) Q 区(B).

Theorem 6 can be reformulated for the fuzzy subsets, which induce 
inner fuzzy product as follows
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Theorem 9. IfGzs a fuzzy subgroup, with a uniform fuzzy binary 
operation, having t-norm comembership function; and A, B are fuzzy 
subsets which induce m G inner fuzzy product^ then

(i) H(A)〉H(B) have the same identity element i.e., A{e) = B(e).
(ii) xFy = yFx and A{x)fB{y) = B(g)fA(w))for all x e A0) y G 

Bq.
(iii) A{x) - B{x) = 0 for all x E X.

The author takes this opportunity to thank K. A. Dib for his dis
cussions and interest in the work.
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